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It is one of the most key issues in geoscience field to decode environmental changes both in 
ancient and recent periods. In recent decades, the global warming is the most famous topics of the 
environmental changes, and many works try to estimate ancient, present and future environmental 
changes. The decoding of ancient surface environmental changes is very attractive not only because 
ancient environmental changes are the best example to predict the future but also because surface 
environment should influence biological evolution. Our session, Geological Archives, presents some 
triumphs to estimate modern and ancient environments. Prof. Adrian Immenhauser talks about 
terrestrial environmental change (temperature, rainfall, and terrestrial bioactivity) of the last 120 kyr. 
Prof. Yasuhiro Sekine presents ancient environmental change, corresponding to ca. 2.4 Ga Snowball 
Earth, increase of atmospheric oxygen content, and emergence of the oldest eukaryotes. I will briefly 
talk about surface environmental change and its influence on biological evolution, emergence of the 
oldest multicellular animals, after the 635 Ma Snowball Earth. 

Our three topics are bound together by a common method to estimate ancient environments, 
namely “proxies”. The proxy, an abbreviation of “approximation” is a general term of geochemical 
data or methods to estimate desired parameters (e.g. temperature, rainfall, and seawater composition) 
that cannot, as we deal with the past, be measured or quantified directly. Oxygen isotope ratios of 
carbonate minerals are the most popular examples. They ratio depends on temperature of seawater and 
amounts ice sheets because the fractionation factor between carbonate mineral and seawater is 
dependent on the temperature and because ice sheet has lower oxygen isotope ratio than seawater. The 
oxygen isotope variations clearly reveal the close correlation between seawater temperature, namely 
glacial/interglacial periods, and the Milankovitch cycle. Now, we have many kinds of proxies, for 
example, C, Mg, Sr, Ca, Os, Mo and U isotopes, Mg/Ca ratio and Fe, Mn, Ni, rare earth elements 
(REE) and P contents, and so on, to estimate primary productivity, ocean biological pump, continental 
weathering influx, nutrient contents, and oceanic and terrestrial redox condition. We present three 
successful examples with different ages and different environments in this session. 
I will present the Ediacaran example. The Ediacaran is the most dramatic period when the oldest 
animals appeared, and decoding surface environmental change is one of the key issues. We carried out 
drilling in Three Gorges area, south China to collect complete section from the 635 Ma Snowball 
Earth to early Cambrian. We made chemostratigraphy of δ13C, 87Sr/86Sr, δ18O and δ44/42Ca, and Fe, Mn, 
REE (redox sensitive elements) and P contents of carbonates to estimate the detailed surface 
environmental change. Our study reveals close correlation between the chemostratigraphy and 
biological evolution. Namely, emergences of metazoan and Ediacara fauna correspond to the periods 
of high continental influxes, possibly high oceanic nutrients due to global warming and cooling, 
respectively. Our data suggest that enrichment of nutrients in seawater due to enhanced continental 
influx possibly caused sudden biological evolution instead of increase of oxygen content of seawater. 

 


